Nanualness in human speech is dependent on a number of facton and the extent to which a text-to-speech synthesis system can Bccount for these factors in its model will be a measure of its success in the marketplace.
INTRODUCTION
From the early stages of development of SPRUCE one of the most important concepts that the authors have tried to design into the system has been 'naturalness'. SPRUCE achieves this naturalness in the following ways:
by modelling intonation accurately, by modelling rhythm accurately.
by modelling variability.
SPRUCE prosody has been the subject of previous papen [2,3]
and SPRUCE rhythm will be the subject of a future paper. Here we discuss how variability can be modelled and how it cau be incorporated into a text-to-speech synthesis system.
THE SPRUCE SYSTEM
SPRUCE is a modular text-to-speech synthesis system which, in its default configuration, inputs plain orthographic text a d outputs an output file selected from a range of types suitable for driving several different low-level synthesisas. The system has previously been demonSpated [rl] SPRUCE is a modular system, so it is pertinent to ask which modulq handles the variability of speech. The answer is that no one module can provide all the necessary information since variability needs to be modelled in several different ways. The relevant SPRUCE modules are essentially those dealing with segmental phonology (which we call simply the phonological module), supra-segmental phonology (which we call the prosodic module), and the low-level interface module. Variability is a contributor to all of these.
VARIABILITY
SPRUCE endeavours to take into account three well-defined types of variability, namely 
NATURALNESS FACTORS
We have, thus far, identified several areas which separately and together conaibute to the overall naturalness rating of a synthesis system. In summary, these are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
domain size in which the synthesiser is to function, [12] for a typical overview of phonology using this approach).
Classical coarticulation tbeory models all such distonions as deriving from motor, mechanical (usually inertial), aQodynamic or acoustic constraints, all of which are properties of the physical puiphuy of speech production. As such the consttaints and their effects arc a-linguistic and arc of only matginal interest to the theory of language.
Extensions to this theory were developed in the 70s and 80s [13] to account for observations of a type of variability not listed above -a sysfemtic variation in coaniculation which could not be explained in tenns of the propaties of the spach production system itself [14] . Two classic examples will serve to illustrate nvo dimensions to this new category of variation:
2.
In
The signalling constraints on later selection from the available acoustic models contained in the low-level inventory of physical units. The other is to make certain that the acoustic models in the inventory properly nflect the cognitive phonetic constraints of the dialect or language being synthesised. We believe that this approach accounts for some of the additional natudness of SPRUCE.
CONCLUSION
This paper claims that naturalness in synthetic speech is essentially the successful rendering of variability in the h a l acoustic signal, once we get beyond the obvious factors such as limiting the domain of discourse within which the system is to operate. In SPRUCE we identify and treat distinctly several sources of variability in human speech, adhering carefully to contemporary speech production theory. We believe that this approach renders transparent the sources of naturalness, and at the same time enables us to manipulate what we feel to be an important interplay between the various types of variability.
Further information regarding SPRUCE can be obtained on the Internet at the sites http://www.cs.Lnis.ac.ukf-crid, and http:l/speech/essex.ac.uk/speech/
